Murrieta Fire Dispatch

Captain Matt Bentley, Engineer Ryan Roufs, and
Firefighter/Medics Kyle Lackey and Brad Aarts are among other
Riverside County firefighters were initially attached to the Hill
Fire, but have since been redeployed to the Woolsey Fire.
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EMS Calls Only – Goals Reached
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90%
MFR
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Call Processing
0:55
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1:20
93%
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33%
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FIRE Calls Only – Goals Reached
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90%
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Call Processing
1:41
82%
53%
Turnout
1:59
91%
69%
Travel
8:23
63%
20%
Total Response
10:18
84%
24%

It is hard when words of comfort and encouragement are
seemingly all we can offer in the aftermath of a mass shooting
or a soulless wildfire tearing indiscriminately through a
community. But, perhaps if we can all pause long enough to
offer a prayer on behalf of those that have extended their
hand in our hour of need, we can make a difference together.
Lord, watch over those civilians and first responders that
charge in when a situation demands remarkable courage and
fortitude to stand tall in the face of danger. Please guide their
hands, minds, and hearts as they take action to mitigate the
risk and offer guidance and resources to those that have been
impacted by these tragic events. - AMEN
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FIRE PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
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$6,929
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
8
Re-Inspections
9
Number of Violations
57
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$1,133
Code Enforcement
1
Public Education
Public Education Presented
3
Public Education Attendees
107
Fire Investigations
Investigations
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By Scott Ferguson
Part 2: All the World's a Stage, and The
Fire Chiefs Merely Players - HERE
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Captain Sean DeGrave

Why It’s Important For Leaders To Admit Their Mistakes
Health Jobs Nationwide • By Simma Lieberman • October 17, 2018

Having worked with leaders in organizations who value
inclusion for over 20 years as an adviser and facilitator, I’ve
developed a list of behaviors that are crucial for leaders who
want to expand and sustain their influence.
These behaviors are true for leaders in organizations of all
sizes, whether corporate, government or nonprofits. In this
article, I discuss the practice of self-reflection and making
amends for mistakes or negative behavior.
Relevant to today and every other day, is acknowledging and
taking responsibility for past, present and future actions that
have negatively impacted others.
As a leader of people and ideas, you create the environment
and set the example for how you want your employees to
behave. In any organization, it’s important for everyone to
admit mistakes and correct them.
Your employees won’t take responsibility for their mistakes if
you don’t. If you create a culture of denial and cover-up by
your actions, and refuse to acknowledge a wrong decision, a
past indiscretion that’s business-related or even an old
offensive social media post, your employees will do the
same.
HERE

Four Ways EMS Can Achieve Higher Cardiac Arrest
Survival Rates
JEMS • January 15, 2016 • By Bentley

High-performance CPR reqiures substantial psychomotor skill,
training and teamwork. Nearly half a century ago, in response to
a report demonstrating that approximately 60% of American
World War II soldiers died within the first hour of having a
myocardial infarction, the distinguished cardiologist James
Francis “Frank” Pantridge, MD, quipped to his colleague:
“Well, if that is so, we’d better go outside and pick ‘em up,
hadn’t we?” With this novel idea, the field of prehospital
medicine was born, as was much of our current paradigm of
how to save lives from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA).
Approximately 1,000 people will suffer OHCA today in the U.S.
The vast majority will be raced Code 3 to the closest hospital for
treatment. Despite intensive EMS resources and valiant
resuscitation efforts, not to mention placing our EMS providers
and the public at risk, 94% of these people will still die.
Since the response to OHCA tests the integrity of each element
of our EMS systems (e.g., community CPR, 9-1-1, EMS and
hospital care), EMS leaders have proposed that witnessed v fib
survival to hospital discharge…
MORE

Captain Eric Ackerman

Rescues, not firefight, prove emotional for firefighters
The Courier • by Don Thompson • November 11, 2015

His fire engine was trapped with dozens of cars and panicked
people as an inferno roared through the Sierra Nevada
foothills town of Paradise on Thursday, hot enough to peel
the firetruck's paint and melt its hoses, blowing relief valves
designed to withstand 900 degrees and immolating nearby
vehicles.
Four people fleeing their flaming cars pounded on the
firetruck's doors and were pulled inside, including a nurse
from a nearby hospital with her pant leg on fire. The
firefighters pressed fire-resistant blankets against the truck's
windows to provide insulation against the searing heat, and
waited out the firestorm.
"Faith," Peck said Saturday as he came off a 48-hour double
shift. "I don't think I've ever prayed that hard in my life."
The fire that leveled the town of 27,000 people and claimed
at least 23 lives roared in so fast that for the first 24 hours,
there was virtually no firefight at all — just rescues.
MORE

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

The Importance of Community Risk Reduction
Media Planet • Cathy Longley • Pulled from website on November 12, 2018

Have you ever heard the phrase “community risk reduction”
and wondered what it means and how it affects you?
Community risk reduction (CRR) is not a new concept. It is
preparedness at its best — a proactive approach to problemsolving. Often perceived as public education, CRR is more than
that; it is a series of focused steps that a community can take
to reduce specific risks by identifying potential hazards.
Work of firefighters
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) defines CRR as
“programs, actions, and services used by a community, which
prevent or mitigate the loss of life, property, and resources
associated with safety, fire, and other disasters.” Known for its
building and life safety codes, NFPA is currently creating a
community risk reduction standard that offers a framework for
identifying risks and developing a CRR plan.
MORE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Finding Focus at the Firehouse
Fire Chief • Linda Willing • November 2018
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It might seem counterintuitive that activities that require
high levels of focus can also be energizing. But that is the
conclusion many researchers have come to, according to
Chris Bailey’s book, “Hyperfocus: How to Be More
Productive in a World of Distraction.” In this book, the
author suggests that a lack of productivity is not the
result of too much work, but rather the lack of enough
complex and meaningful work.
Complex tasks demand attention, but menial tasks are
subject to multi-tasking

Why is it that firefighters can work on emergency scenes
for many hours with boundless energy, but can spend a
24-hour shift around the station doing routine activities,
and be too exhausted by afternoon to take on a new
project?
Part of the answer might lie in how much focus each
activity demands.

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service

Complex tasks demand more working memory and
attention, so there is less tendency to be distracted or
tempted to multitask. Recall your last big structure fire
or multi-casualty accident scene. You probably weren’t
thinking about anything else when you first approached
these incidents, but instead had laser focus on the
problem at hand.
Compare this level of attention to when you are doing
routine tasks around the station – answering email,
writing reports or doing station maintenance. MORE

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Emergency call box

T2R: In service
E2: OOS – Body repair

Station 2: Emergency call box

E3: In service
E3R: In service

Station 3: Transfer switch repair; emergency call box

E4: OOS: DEF pump

Station 4: PPE extractor/dryer install

E4R: In service
E5: OOS – Transmission overhaul; AC
B2: In service

Station 5: Emergency call box; AC repair

B3: In service
B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service
A&L: OOS

Predictive Services Website HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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California Wildfire Updates HERE

I hear Dawn’s birthday runs all
month…

Devastation as deadly California blaze
tallies grim stats
By GILLIAN FLACCUS, PAUL ELIAS and ANDREW SELSKY, Associated Press

PARADISE, Calif. — As wildfires raged at both ends of
California, officials released another grim statistic: six more
dead in a swath of Northern California wiped out by fire,
raising the death toll there to 29. It matched California's
record for deaths in a single fire and brought the statewide
total to 31.
Another 228 remain unaccounted for as crews stepped up the
search for bodies and missing people. Two people were killed
in a wildfire in Southern California.
Ten search teams were working in Paradise — a town of
27,000 that was largely incinerated last week — and in
surrounding communities in the Sierra Nevada foothills.
Authorities called in a DNA lab and teams of anthropologists
to help identify victims.

President Donald Trump has blamed "poor" forest
management for the fires. Brown said federal and state
governments must do more forest management but that
climate change is the greater source of the problem.
"And those who deny that are definitely contributing to the
tragedies that we're now witnessing, and will continue to
witness in the coming years," he said.
Drought and warmer weather attributed to climate change,
and the building of homes deeper into forests have led to
longer and more destructive wildfire seasons in California.
While California officially emerged from a five-year drought
last year, much of the northern two-thirds of the state is
abnormally dry.
Firefighters battling fire with shovels and bulldozers, flame
retardant and hoses, expected wind gusts up to 40 mph (64
kph) overnight Sunday.
MORE

Statewide, 150,000 remained displaced as more than 8,000
fire crews battled wildfires that have scorched 400 square
miles (1,040 square kilometers), with out-of-state crews
continuing to arrive.
Whipping winds and tinder-dry
conditions threaten more areas through the rest of the week,
fire officials warned.
"This is truly a tragedy that all Californians can understand and
respond to," Gov. Jerry Brown said at a press briefing. "It's a
time to pull together and work through these tragedies."
Brown, who has declared a state of emergency, said California
is requesting aid from the Trump administration.

Staging at the gates of…
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Murrieta Fire Vets
 Mike Ramos
 Derrick Dellinger
 Noah Praytor
 John Brown
 Mike Samuels
 Leonard Phillips

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

